
Only Here: Unlock the Secrets of Card Magic
with 52 Super Easy Tricks
Unveiling the Magic Within

Step into the astonishing world of card magic with Only Here: The World's
52 Super Easy Card Tricks. This captivating book, tailored for both
beginners and seasoned magicians alike, unveils the mysteries of card
manipulation and empowers you to perform extraordinary illusions.

A Journey of Enchantment and Deception

Embark on a magical journey through 52 carefully curated tricks, each
meticulously explained with easy-to-follow instructions and vibrant
illustrations. Discover the art of vanishings, levitations, and mind-boggling
predictions. With Only Here, you'll become a wizard of deception, leaving
your audience spellbound.
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52 Keys to Astounding Illusions

The Vanishing Act: Make cards disappear before your spectators' very
eyes, leaving them wondering, "Where did they go?"

The Levitating Card: Defy gravity and make a card float effortlessly in
mid-air, capturing their imagination and leaving them in awe.

The Mind-Reading Marvel: Dive into the realm of mentalism and predict
the exact card your spectator has chosen, astonishing them with your
uncanny abilities.

The Impossible Prediction: Intrigue your audience with a trick where you
correctly predict the outcome of a seemingly random card shuffle.

The Art of Storytelling and Performance

Beyond the tricks themselves, Only Here delves into the art of storytelling
and performance. Learn how to weave your tricks into captivating
narratives, creating a truly magical experience for your audience.

The Ultimate Magic Handbook for Beginners

For aspiring magicians, this book is the ultimate guide to mastering the
fundamentals of card magic. With each trick explained in intricate detail and
complemented by clear illustrations, you'll gain a solid foundation in the
craft and build your confidence as a performer.

A Source of Inspiration for Seasoned Magicians

Even experienced magicians will find inspiration within these pages. The
book offers variations and enhancements to classic tricks, expanding your
repertoire and igniting your creativity.



Testimonials from the World of Magic

"Only Here is a treasure trove of easy-to-learn card tricks. It's the perfect
book for anyone looking to add a touch of magic to their life." - David
Blaine, world-renowned magician

"These tricks are not only easy but also incredibly effective. Only Here is a
must-have for any magician's library." - Penn Jillette, half of the iconic
magic duo Penn & Teller

Free Download Your Copy Today

Unlock the world of card magic with Only Here: The World's 52 Super Easy
Card Tricks. Free Download your copy today and embark on an
extraordinary journey of enchantment and deception.

Free Download "Only Here" on Our Book Library
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Uncover the Secrets in the Dead of Night: Dive
into Lee Child's Gripping "The Midnight Line"
Step into the heart-stopping world of Jack Reacher, the legendary nomad
with a keen eye for justice and a relentless pursuit of the truth. In Lee
Child's gripping novel,...

Ace the GMAT Grammar Section: Your Last-
Minute Preparation Guide
The GMAT is a challenging exam, but with the right preparation, you can
achieve your target score. Last Minute GMAT Grammar is your ultimate
guide to conquering...
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